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A new dimension to luxury motor yachting adventure.



The Riviera SUV Collection: Family and friends will thank you forever

Next time you seem certain to be swamped by 
the incoming tide at work - everything wanted 
yesterday, or the day before - take a moment to 
reflect on the larger picture. 

There is a bigger world out there filled with wonder 
and adventure. Over 70% covered in water, and just 
waiting for you to discover it all. 

What better excuse could you have to run with the 
outgoing tide and explore all the highlights of both 
hemispheres on board your brilliant new Riviera SUV 
adventure yacht. 

Surrounded in luxury, totally relaxed and taking 
every opportunity to create unforgettable 
memories, your friends and loved ones will thank 
you forever. 

The Riviera SUV Collection is made up of the 395, 
445, 545, 575 SUV and now the sensational new 
505 SUV. They are a perfect meld of the high 
performance and wide open cockpit of the classic 

Riviera Flybridge Collection, and the luxurious 
single level, alfresco entertaining style of the award 
winning Riviera Sport Yachts. And with our new 
505, our highly-skilled design team has added the 
magic of a mezzanine to the living plan: adding a 
new dimension of comfort to your motor yachting 
adventures.

With our SUV Collection you will be at the helm 
of two fabulous motor yachts in one ... with twice 
as many excuses to turn your life into one great 
adventure after another. Enjoy!

Rodney Longhurst - Owner Riviera







The Riviera 505 SUV: A new dimension to luxury entertaining

When Riviera’s highly-skilled design team set out to 
create their newest addition to the SUV Collection their 
first and foremost objective was to make the best of both 
world’s even better.

The result is the spectacular new Riviera 505 SUV. The 
same pedigree of a single level alfresco entertainer with 
thrilling blue-water ability but with the added dimension 
of the mezzanine: a beautiful wining, dining and relaxing 
space offering privacy and protection from harsh sun and 
weather all year round. Escape par excellence. 

The SUV concept demands a generous cockpit, low to the 
water to maximise the action and adventure of the full 
spectrum of water sports. And that’s what the cockpit 
of the 505 delivers.  Picture yourself cruising the great 
waterways of the world, diving in the Bahamas, or fishing 
on the Reef. Anything and everything is possible on board 
your Riviera 505 SUV. 

World famous, ocean tested, Riviera build quality and 
strength underpin spirited, enduring performance and 
retained resale value. 

And no motor yacht could be more luxurious or better 

appointed. 

From bow to boarding platform, you’ll relish the 
Riviera attention to detail, handcrafted luxury and 
astonishing operational technology. This is cruising on an 
unprecedented scale of comfort and ease. 

And the 505 SUV adds a new dimension to refined living 
below decks with a full beam master stateroom, private 
ensuite and walk-in robe as well as two guest staterooms 
with shared bathroom.  And then, of course, there is the 
Volvo Penta Glass Cockpit navigation system and silky-
smooth and economical performance of twin Volvo Penta  
IPS turbo diesels with fingertip easy joystick control. 

Escape, explore, relax and unwind.



Step aboard. New adventures starts here

The generous cockpit is near the waterline which opens 
up a whole world of  sporting opportunities from sports 
fishing to diving to paddle boarding or kayaking.  Before 
you step aboard, you’ll notice the swim platform is extra 
large with a fixed hob from the transom to allow free 
access when your tender or jetski is secured.  An hydraulic 
lifter makes it easy to launch or retrieve  watercraft 
and the swim platform serves as a beach when partly 
submerged, perfect for water sports or children. Step 
easily from the dock and enter via either of the outward 
opening transom doors.

In typical Riviera fashion, a wealth of practical, well 
considered features are built into this wide, welcoming 
cockpit space. The cockpit is self draining and all the 
hatches have gas struts for easy access and heavy duty 
lock downs. 

There’s a hand held, hot and cold freshwater shower as 
well as an outlet for salt water wash-down.

You can never have enough storage and you’ll find 
volumes in both the cockpit floor and the transom. There 
is a large pump-out fish bin locker in the cockpit floor and 
a storage bin in the transom can be converted to a serious 
live bait tank with a window and light. 

Either side of the centre steps leading up to the 
mezzanine you’ll find the barbecue station, wet bar and 
sink as well as a large lift-up fridge freezer and separate 
icemaker, so you are all set to entertain your guests with 
the freshest seafood and ice cool drinks.

Picture the whole family now: it’s dusk at anchor in the 
islands.  Refreshments have just been served in the 
cockpit.  A pod of dolphins cruise by, as happy in their 
element as you are in yours…..







Safety for all on board

Riviera 505 SUV owners are invariably popular people, 
so we’ve gone out of our way to ensure everyone on 
board is safe and sure-footed at all times. That includes 
your children, grandchildren, friends of all ages, even your 
beloved pets ...and it applies to all parts of this amazing 
vessel, in particular the forward deck. 

Life up here holds tremendous appeal. At anchor, you are 
above it all. Literally. And with typical Riviera attention 
to detail, everyone can be confident and comfortable 
making their way forward. 

First we designed wide side decks with raised, toe 
kick bulwarks and the sure-footed grip of non-slip 
surfaces. Then, to ensure complete safe passage, we’ve 
incorporated high stainless steel side rails working in 
harmony with conveniently placed hand rails. The end 
result? Safety, above all, for all on board. 

On the 505 SUV, the bowsprit has been replaced by a 
modern through-the-bow design giving the Ultra anchor 
more prominence – a highly polished stainless steel jewel 
adorning the bow. With deep anchor lockers cleverly 
concealed from view storing a range of equipment, 
there’s nothing to obscure your outlook.  Relaxing on the 
raised, deeply cushioned double sun bed, you can be at 
one with nature and sunsets often seem close enough to 
touch.  There are handy storage lockers either side and a 
thoughtful non-slip walkway between the sun bed and 
the windscreen taking the hard work out of removing or 
attaching the windscreen sun cover.

Once again, thoughtful Riviera design makes boating easy.



The sheer magic of the mezzanine

A beautiful space, offering protection from harsh sun and 
weather, the mezzanine is the entertaining centre of your 
luxury motor yacht. Two teak inlaid steps lead up from 
the centre of the cockpit and now you’re in the lap of 
luxury.  To appreciate the full glory of this clever design, 
open the tinted glass door, then open out the large tinted 
glass awning window, both framed in highly polished 
stainless steel. Now the mezzanine connects and flows 
through to the saloon and galley, one big beautiful 
alfresco living plan. 

Two tinted sunroofs above provide soft atrium light and 
slide open to invite a refreshing sea breeze. There are 
two supremely comfortable lounges located either side 
of the mezzanine. The port side lounge features a folding 
table and a large insulated ice-box under the seat.  And 
you’ll love the occasional day bed, folding out from the 
starboard lounge, perfect for reading and relaxing. The 
easy proximity to the galley means snacks and meals are 
never far away. 

In concert with the golden coloured teak decking at your 
feet and soft concealed lighting above you’ll savour the 
central mezzanine ambiance day and night.   Completing 
the picture of this relaxed luxury lifestyle is a portside, 
four speaker LED TV that folds down from above for 
those important sporting moments that must be seen 
live.  And the fixed lounges mean there is no need to 
dig out occasional furniture for the mezzanine – it’s all 
weather and always ready for company. Relaxing and 
entertaining on the mezzanine has never been easier - 
one of the many outstanding design features that have 
added a new dimension to the 505 SUV.







Far more than a galley

The layout, standard of cabinetry, décor and 
appointments of your Riviera 505 SUV galley put it firmly 
in the class of a fine designer kitchen. This ultra modern 
galley is flooded with natural light and in exactly the 
right place, midway between the saloon, mezzanine and 
cockpit. So here in this social and yes, well appointed hub, 
expect lots of company from your guests and the best 
kind of kitchen ergonomics from our highly-skilled Riviera 
design team.

Contemporary stainless steel appliances are all within 
easy reach, integrated into handcrafted, stone finish 
benchtops and superbly hand varnished Riviera joinery.  
Additional storage lockers with positive locking hardware 
are built in overhead, along with large pull-out drawers 
below, all on commercial grade runners.  You’ll find 
everything you need to create gourmet meals in no time 
including a Miele combination oven and microwave,  
2-element electric cooktop with pot keepers, rangehood, 
sink and two refrigeration drawers. 

The option of a drawer style dishwasher completes the 
wishlist.

And take a look at those views, forward, port, starboard 
and astern ….you’ll be surrounded by inspiration. Central 
to the saloon, with the large glass awning window 
connecting you to the mezzanine, you are in the true 
heart of the moment ... entertaining, conversing, laughing 
and sharing life, forward and aft... doing it all with grace, 
style and ultimate ease.

Settle into luxury

The further afield your travels take you the more you 
will luxuriate in all the refinements and comfort of your 
saloon. The large forward windscreen and sliding saloon 
windows reveal a constantly moving panorama of sky 
and sea, natural and exotic. Here our talented designers 
have captured a wonderful ambiance, always peaceful 
and quiet through the skilful integration of sound 
dampening fabric and leatherette panelling plus the 
comfort of reverse cycle air conditioning. You’ll notice a 
stainless handrail above, following the centreline of the 
saloon and recessed into the headliner. That’s to keep 
guests sure-footed when your 505 SUV is showing all its 
glorious blue-water ability.

Opposite the galley to starboard is the L-shaped lounge 
dining area with a polished timber table mounted on 
striking stainless steel posts. 

This lounge transforms into a cosy media room at the 
press of a button with a 43-inch LED TV rising into 
view aft of the helm. There’s a Blu-ray player and home 
theatre sound system hidden in the cabinetry powering 
concealed surround sound speakers.  Forward of the 
galley and port side of the helm is another sumptuous 
L-shaped lounge for guests to enjoy the scenic cruising 
and keep the skipper company or simply stretch out and 
relax whilst at anchor.

The saloon is a space you’ll be drawn to time and again: A 
space to dine, unwind, converse, plan itineraries, marvel 
at nature, share precious moments and, above all, enjoy.



Take command

If you’re comfortable behind the wheel of a contemporary 
luxury car, then you can confidently take command of a 
beautiful Riveria 505 SUV.  Cast off and explore a world 
full of new ports, secluded bays, friends, entertaining and 
recreational possibilities - a world that runs at a different 
pace, your pace. 

The helm is located starboard, with premium captain and 
companion chairs and a console brimming with amazing 
technology. It truly is a state-of-the-art command capsule 
with outstanding visibility through the curved, toughened 
glass windscreen. Sitting behind the sports-inspired 
steering wheel  everything feels just right, as it should, 
because the functionality of all the operating systems, 
helm controls and touchscreens have been ergonomically 
designed and engineered for total ease and efficiency. 

Even if you’re a seasoned skipper, you are about to 
experience next level operational ease. Total performance 
control, total navigational control, and fingertip-easy 
joystick maneuverability.

Feel the surge of power from the state-of-the-art, silky-
smooth and economical twin Volvo Penta IPS turbo diesel 
engines. Press a button and the impressive sunroof slides 
back to invite a cooling sea breeze or the stars above.

The art of the escape has never been more fulfilling. Or 
simpler to command.

The light and luxury below

In the accommodation deck below, you’ll find a standard of 
luxury and appointments normally only associated with the 
finest hotels. 

What hotel however could boast such constantly changing, 
always inspiring views?  So, step down the timber-
finished companionway and immediately notice the 
headroom, space and...the light! Lots of beautiful atrium 
light, brightening the space and your being, courtesy of 
the massive glass windscreen above.  You’ll feel at home 
straightaway. And you still have the three staterooms and 
two bathrooms to experience and enjoy... 

When the finest materials meet superior flair and 
commitment, true luxury is created.  That’s exactly what 
you and your guests will experience on the accommodation 
deck of this unique yacht.

A tempting option for your 505 SUV is the inclusion of 
a very capable laundry station discreetly and centrally 
located in the companionway of the accommodation deck.  
It’s a laundry in a cupboard, a stacked washer and dryer 
providing an efficient solution to all the fresh laundry needs 
of everyone on board.  So you can pack a little lighter and 
enjoy your adventures for as long as you like…..that’s the 
Riviera way.







Full beam master stateroom, private ensuite and a walk-in robe

A magnificent master stateroom with a private ensuite 
and a walk-in robe adds a new dimension to a yacht 
of this size. Large and luxurious, the 505 SUV master 
stateroom exceeds all expectations.  Step inside and your 
first impression is broad and spacious.  The walk-around, 
queen-sized island bed is pure heaven and features a plush 
headboard in concert with lush deep pile carpet. Boutique 
bedside tables of course, and these are grain matched with 
leather inlays. And there is still ample room for a highly 
polished timber drawer bureau port side and a chaise 
lounge to starboard. Amazing. To complete your opulent 
retreat, a designer ensuite bathroom and walk-in wardrobe 
are located forward on the port side.

Naturally both the master and ensuite feature reverse-
cycle air conditioning. However large hull picture windows 
framing either side, fill the suite with natural light and 
a special feeling of being at one with your surrounds.  A 
feeling accentuated on balmy days by fresh fragrant air 
from the opening portholes.

Clever design means ample storage. The queen sized 
island bed hinges up as if weightless on a pair of gas 
struts providing easy access to a handy bulk storage area 
perfect for travel bags and spare bedding.  Then there’s the 

cedar-lined walk in wardrobe with shoe shelves, full length 
hanging space and a thoughtful Riviera extra … a safe for 
your valuables.

Relax and unwind. Your 42-inch LED TV, Blu-ray player and 
five speaker home theatre system is standing by waiting 
to entertain.

Your master bathroom is pure luxury; designed to make 
you feel totally at home, wherever you choose to anchor.  
Riviera’s designers have spared no effort in creating an 
ensuite that goes beyond what you might expect.  A 
beautifully handcrafted vanity cabinet, solid surface 
benchtop, designer full-sized shower and more, the effect 
is both appealing and contemporary.  And perhaps one 
of the nicest touches is a classic, ocean going, opening 
porthole that reinvigorates your being with fresh tangy 
sea air.  Of course an alarm system to the helm ensures 
portholes are always shut when underway.



Give your guests the VIP treatment

On board your magnificent Riviera 505 SUV, guests 
receive VIP treatment, above and below decks. With this 
approach in mind, consider the breathtaking forward guest 
stateroom.  Frankly you could be forgiven for mistaking 
it for the master, such is the level of comfort, finish and 
appointments. 

As in the master, the island bed is queen sized and walk 
around, with a distinctive upholstered headboard. Notice 
the LED lighting situated here too, and the superb, 
handcrafted cabinetry. Of course that’s in addition to large 
his and hers, cedar-lined hanging lockers, as well as even 
more storage under the island bed, hinging up effortlessly 
on a pair of gas struts. There’s plush pile carpet underfoot, 
stylish hull windows perfectly framing the natural beauty 
outside as well as an LED TV and entertainment centre. 
Enjoy the comfort of reverse-cycle air conditioning or open 
the hatches above and catch a beautiful sea breeze. Yes, 
your family, friends and honoured guests will enjoy a total 
VIP experience. 

Needless to say this detail in luxury and pampering also 
extends to the adjacent guestroom designer ensuite which, 
with dual entry points, also functions as the day head.

Always room for more 

You’ll find the faster modern life goes, the greater 
the number of people who’ll feel the need to escape 
with you. So, any last minute family or friends  can 
be accommodated and well cared for in your third 
stateroom, with private entrance door, forward on the 
starboard side.  There are two adult sized Pulman style 
beds with a large open storage space below, bedside 
table, storage cupboard with drawers, along with 
thoughtful touches like Riviera cabinetry, reverse cycle 
air conditioning, plush carpet, LED lighting and a fragrant, 
cedar-lined hanging locker... that unmistakable Riviera air 
of restful luxury makes for an escape in a class of its own. 

Guests share the dual access ensuite of the forward 
stateroom via the day head entry and are always 
pleasantly surprised by the space and flair – a frameless, 
full sized shower, designer vanity, solid surface benchtop 
and large mirrors.





Riviera 505 SUV



PRELIMINARY SPECIFICATIONS 

Length Overall 
(inc. swim platform and bow sprit)

17.01 m 55’ 10”

Hull Length (Lh to ISO8666) * 15.43 m 50’ 7”

Beam (inc. gunwale) 4.96 m 16’ 3”

Maximum Draft (inc. props)
(approx. depends on options)

1.35 m 4’ 5”

Dry Weight (approx.) ** 21,800 kg 48,061 lb

Fuel Capacity *** 3,300 L 872 US gal

Water Capacity *** 460 L 122 US gal

Holding Tank Capacity *** 129 L 34 US gal

Sleeping Capacity 6 persons

Cockpit Area 6.50 m2 69.97 ft2

Mezzanine Deck 5.90 m2 63.51 ft2

Total 12.40 m2 133.47 ft2

Bridge Clearance 4.92 m 16’ 2”

Standard Engine
Volvo Penta D8 IPS 800 x 2

441 kW 600 hp each

*Specifications may vary on a regional basis.

Riviera 505
SUV
Preliminary Specifications Specification clarification

  *  Length of the hull (Lh) to ISO8666: Includes all structural and 
integral parts (ie. the moulded length of the hull). It excludes 
parts that can be removed in a non-destructive manner 
without affecting the structural integrity of the craft, (eg. 
pulpits, outdrives, driving platforms, rubbing strakes).

 **  Dry weight represents the estimated minimum weight of a 
yacht with standard engines and options, no fuel or water 
on board, no equipment or provisions and no personnel. The 
stated dry weight may be exceeded.

***  Denotes net tank capacity. For useable capacity do not rely 
on more than 90% of tank capacity. Actual capacity will vary 
according to yacht trim and sea state. Speeds are subject 
to normal weather conditions, fuel and/or water levels, 
passengers and equipment loads.

Our care for your information

Due to the constant refinement of specifications and design by 
Riviera Australia, the information in this document may change 
without notice. Specifications may vary with time and by region. 
Some images or illustrations in this brochure may include options 
or custom details.

Please note that as safety equipment specifications or standards 
vary by country, this aspect of your purchase will need to be 
completed by yourself and or your Riviera representative.

Please refer to your Riviera representitive for specific warranty 
cover and the latest detailed list of inclusions and options prior 
to purchase.



The Reassurance of owning a Riviera

What sets Riviera apart as one of the world’s great luxury motor 
yacht builders?

Is it the devotion to quality, standard of materials used, the 
ocean-tested structural strength,  unsurpassed ease of 
operation, or the stylish, handcrafted luxury finish? Or perhaps 
it’s the famous culture of care that transforms owners into the 
‘Riviera family’. 

The answer is all of the above, and more. Much, much more. 
Over 39 years and the building of over 5,400 luxury motor 
yachts, the 600-strong Riviera team have been on a continuous 
quest of evolution and refinement.

This remarkable heritage of knowledge matched by innovation 
allows us to marry the best of the time proven with the exciting 
and new. Witness our introduction of cutting edge touch screen 
digital technology and joystick maneuverability, which make 
navigating and operating a Riviera and Belize luxury motor yacht 
a relaxed and enjoyable experience.

Located on the Gold Coast, Queensland, our 14-hectare, state-
of-the-art manufacturing facility is the largest facility of its kind in 
the Southern Hemisphere. Here we build on the notable Australian 
qualities of strength, practicality and love of water in the continent 
completely surrounded by three oceans and four seas.

Then we test our designs in some of the toughest offshore 
conditions on earth. Hardly surprising that Riviera luxury motor 
yachts command impressive resale values worldwide.

Today, you can choose from five individual designs that make 
up our fabulous collection of luxury motor yachts, the Riviera 
Flybridge, SUV, Sport Yacht or Sports Motor Yacht models, along 
with our more traditional Belize Collection. All will withstand 
virtually anything the elements and you can put them through, 
with poise and ease. 

Naturally, we back this confidence with an industry-leading 
5-year structural limited warranty. In addition, with all our Volvo 
Penta powered yachts, we offer a 5-year limited warranty 
covering helm station controls and multi-function displays, 
steering and propellers, plus pod drives and engines. 

Life is too short for needless compromise. So when it comes 
time to invest in your dream motor yacht, why settle for a lesser 
option when you can enjoy all that makes up a Riviera.
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The pride of mastercraftsmenship

Owner-care at Riviera and Belize is in a class of its own. 
Premium quality, professional and personal, it is all designed to 
be of the highest quality, in keeping with the world-class luxury 
motor yacht we are building specifically for you.

Like thousands of other happy owners, we are confident 
your every experience of dealing with us and our global 
representative team - from selecting your favoured options, 
electronics and decor, through to routine maintenance and 
repairs - will be conducted with the upmost respect and care.

Our highly skilled team consult and partner with internationally 
acclaimed naval architects, designers and engineers to ensure 
we fully embrace the latest, most exciting industry standards 
and trends.

Constant communication with the worldwide family of Riviera 
owners also plays a vital part in helping guide and inform our 
new model development program.

All this pride in our designs and craftsmenship ensures Riviera 
will continue to exceed the evolving needs of discerning luxury 
motor yacht enthusiasts like you.

A global marque of excellence

For nearly four decades the Riviera team have been focused 
on the relentless pursuit of excellence. That means never 
being satisfied with the status quo, rather forever looking to 
improve and refine our knowledge base by embracing the latest 
technologies and work practices.

All these endeavours by our factory team and international 
representative network are directed towards creating a 
superior luxury motor yacht experience for you. They have also 
garnered us enormous acclaim from the global boating industry 
and specialist media along the way.

Over the past four decades Riviera have accumulated an 
impressive collection of local, national and international awards 
recognising ‘world’s best practice’ across the fields of education 
and training, employment, innovative manufacturing techniques, 
export, quality of workmanship and pioneering design.

More than testimony to our passion for handcrafting superior 
luxury motor yachts, they are your assurance when you decide 
to own a Riviera motor yacht.
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Systems and Technology

Electronics play an ever-increasing role in maximising the 
pleasure and safety of luxury motor yachts, and the choice of 
equipment that is available today is vast.

Selecting the equipment that meets your needs can be a 
challenging task — and Riviera’s electronics experts are here 
to assist.

We source the best systems from around the world, we help 
match technology to individual requirements and work closely 
with Riviera’s international representative network to create 
systems that maximise your boating pleasure.

Genuine Parts, Decor and Accessories

Our passion for quality and practical design is reflected in our 
exclusive and growing range of clothing, accessories and décor 
items created to enhance your lifestyle.

If you love your Riviera, you’ll feel right at home with the Riviera 
Collection — an extensive range of casual, stylish, comfortable, 
practical equipment, clothing and accessories.

The Accessory and Décor collection ranges from storm jackets 
to stylish crockery and glassware.

To make your Riviera truly your own, we offer a wide range 
of fabrics, finishes and colour schemes that enable you to 
personalise your motor yacht.

Of course our experienced design team is always available to 
advise and assist you with your individual selection.

RivieraParts.com.au

The Riviera Experience

There’s nothing quite like the exhilaration of blue-water cruising 
in company to remind our valued owners why they are so 
passionate about the rich and rewarding Riviera luxury life afloat.

For these are the types of passages that build the confidence 
and skills for people to use their yachts to their full potential, 
that create the very special memories that last a lifetime, and, 
importantly, are often the catalyst for long-lasting friendships.

Together, members of our growing global family of Riviera and 
Belize owners enjoy many special cruising experiences to idyllic 
destinations around the world — safe in the knowledge that 
experienced skippers and engineers are always close at hand.

We invite you to join with us for these special experiences 
— either to stretch your sea legs and gain offshore cruising 
confidence, or to simply enjoy the company of like-minded 
people who share an appreciation for the truly unique Riviera life.
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pleasure and safety of luxury motor yachts, and the choice of 
equipment that is available today is vast.

Selecting the equipment that meets your needs can be a 
challenging task — and Riviera’s electronics experts are here 
to assist.

We source the best systems from around the world, we help 
match technology to individual requirements and work closely 
with Riviera’s international representative network to create 
systems that maximise your boating pleasure.

Genuine Parts, Decor and Accessories

Our passion for quality and practical design is reflected in our 
exclusive and growing range of clothing, accessories and décor 
items created to enhance your lifestyle.

If you love your Riviera, you’ll feel right at home with the Riviera 
Collection — an extensive range of casual, stylish, comfortable, 
practical equipment, clothing and accessories.

The Accessory and Décor collection ranges from storm jackets 
to stylish crockery and glassware.

To make your Riviera truly your own, we offer a wide range 
of fabrics, finishes and colour schemes that enable you to 
personalise your motor yacht.

Of course our experienced design team is always available to 
advise and assist you with your individual selection.

RivieraParts.com.au

The Riviera Experience

There’s nothing quite like the exhilaration of blue-water cruising 
in company to remind our valued owners why they are so 
passionate about the rich and rewarding Riviera luxury life afloat.

For these are the types of passages that build the confidence 
and skills for people to use their yachts to their full potential, 
that create the very special memories that last a lifetime, and, 
importantly, are often the catalyst for long-lasting friendships.

Together, members of our growing global family of Riviera and 
Belize owners enjoy many special cruising experiences to idyllic 
destinations around the world — safe in the knowledge that 
experienced skippers and engineers are always close at hand.

We invite you to join with us for these special experiences 
— either to stretch your sea legs and gain offshore cruising 
confidence, or to simply enjoy the company of like-minded 
people who share an appreciation for the truly unique Riviera life.
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2001 - M430 Sport Cruiser

1989 - 33 Open Flybridge1989 - 27 Hardtop1989 - 27 Targa

2003 - 58 Enclosed Flybridge2004 - 33 Open Flybridge

2007 - M470 Sport Cruiser2008 - 38 Open Flybridge2008 - 4400 Sport Yacht2008 - 48 Offshore Express

2011 - 61 Enclosed Flybridge SII2011 - 4400 Sport Yacht SII2015 - 52 Enclosed Flybridge

2016 - 5400 Sport Yacht2016 - 575 SUV2019 - 6000 Sport Yacht PE2020 - 505 SUV 2019 - 4800 Sport Yacht SII PE2019 - 54 Enclosed Flybridge2019 - 545 SUV 2019 - 5400 Sport Yacht PE

2003 - 42 Open Flybridge2003 - 47 Open Flybridge SII

1998 - 48 Enclosed Flybridge SII

2011 - Belize 54 Sedan2012 - Belize 54 Daybridge

1997 - 34 Open Flybridge1998 - 36 Open Flybridge Single Cab 1997 - 4000 Offshore Enclosed

1989 - 44 Diavalo

1980 - 38 Open Flybridge MK I1982 - 30 Sedan1982 - 30 Open Flybridge1983 - 44 Open Flybridge

The Evolution of Riviera - Since 1980 Constant refinement and innovation has created an Australian triumph

1987 - 34 Diavalo1987 - 35 Open Flybridge1988 - 52 Enclosed Flybridge

1996 - 40 Open Flybridge Aft Cab1996 - 43 Open Flybridge1997 - 4000 Offshore Open

2007 - 4700 Sport Yacht2009 - 5000 Sport Yacht2010 - 43 Open Flybridge

2015 - 525 SUV 2014 - 6000 Sport Yacht2015 - 77 Enclosed Flybridge

2007 - 45 Open Flybridge

2002 - 47 Open Flybridge SI2002 - M290 Sport Cruiser2002 - M370 Sport Cruiser

1999 - M3850 Open Flybridge1999 - 3000 Offshore SII

2004 - 51 Open Flybridge2004 - M400 Sport Cruiser2005 - 3600 Sport Yacht SI

2008 - 51 Enclosed Flybridge SII

2016 - 4800 Sport Yacht2017 - 68 Sports Motor Yacht2018 - 72 Sports Motor Yacht2018 - Belize 66 Sedan2019 - Belize 66 Daybridge 2018 - 395 SUV2018 - 39 Sports Motor Yacht

2012 - 445 SUV2013 - 50 Enclosed Flybridge

1999 - 3000 Offshore SI

1992 - 48 Open Flybridge

2012 - 75 Enclosed Flybridge

2008 - 56 Open Flybridge2008 - 61 Enclosed Flybridge SI

1991 - 39 Open Flybridge1991 - 42 Open Flybridge 1985 - 46 Open Flybridge

1983 - 34 Open Flybridge MK I

1993 - 48 Enclosed Flybridge SI1995 - 3300 Open Flybridge1996 - 39 Open Flybridge2000 - M3350 Open Flybridge2000 - 40 Open Flybridge

2005 - 47 Enclosed Flybridge

2009 - 70 Enclosed Flybridge

2013 - 63 Open Flybridge2013 - 63 Enclosed Flybridge2013 - 565 SUV2014 - 515 SUV

2009 - 43 Offshore Express2009 - 5800 Sport Yacht

1987 - 27 Open Flybridge1987 - 33 Open Flybridge

2009 - 3600 Sport Yacht SII

2005 - 60 Enclosed Flybridge2005 - M360 Sport Cruiser2006 - 56 Enclosed Flybridge

1985 - 52 Open Flybridge1986 - 38 Open Flybridge MK II1993 - 36 Open Flybridge Twin Cab

2001 - 37 Open Flybridge

2007 - 41 Open Flybridge

2011 - 53 Enclosed Flybridge

2015 - 57 Enclosed Flybridge

2020 - 64 Sports Motor Yacht

1984 - 32 Open Flybridge
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RivieraAustralia.com



In business the view from the top has many 
perspectives: uplifting, time constraining, always 
challenging. Come on, you’ve earned a break.

Another view from the top awaits. And it is calling 
you now. This is a world filled only with happiness 
and success: family and friends, luxury and renewal, 
unforgettable memories and joy. 

At the helm of your magnificent new Riviera 
Flybridge luxury motor yacht, you oversee a world of 
unsurpassed beauty and grace, where life glistens 
and shines.

Any of the yachts from the Riviera Flybridge 
Collection, the 54 or 57 Enclosed Flybridges or the 
43 or 45 Open Flybridges, can effortlessly fly you and 
your loved ones here. 

You will be traveling in sublime blue-water style. 
With world renowned craftsmanship and quality, 
space, light, luxury, breathtaking accommodation 
and thoughtful inclusions at every turn. All 
underpinned by superior strength and build, 
astonishing stability and spirited performance.

Welcome aboard the world renowned Riviera 
Flybridge Collection. What a way to fly.

Riviera Flybridge Collection - first class all the way

Rodney Longhurst - Owner Riviera



RivieraAustralia.com


